A typical issue in Pattern Recognition is the non-uniformly sampled data, which modifies the general performance and capability of machine learning algorithms to make accurate predictions. Generally, the data is considered non-uniformly sampled when in a specific area of data space, they are not enough, leading us to misclassification problems. This issue cut down the goal of the one-class classifiers decreasing their performance. In this paper, we propose a one-class classifier based on the minimum spanning tree with a dynamic decision boundary (OCdmst) to make good prediction also in the case we have non-uniformly sampled data. To prove the effectiveness and robustness of our approach we compare with the most recent one-class classifier reaching the state-of-the-art in most of them.
Introduction
In the deep learning era, the best models need to have many hundreds or thousands of instances to make good predictions and to reduce as little as possible misclassification. However, in the scenario where we have few samples of a specific class without knowing anything about other classes, the neural network models can not be used. In this case, different approaches exist that uses neural networks for this task (Perera and Patel (2019) ). They train the model using a dataset of a different context than the one in which the model will then be used. Although it offers good results in terms of classification, it does not be applied to a specific context, for instance, in case the source of the test set is very different from the data of the pre-trained model and consequently, the discrimination power model will be very low to generalize these test instances. In conjunction with few objects available and time required to train a model with a huge dataset, deep models might not be the right choice for this specific task. In La Grassa et al. (2020) , we used a neural network pre-trained on a large dataset as Imagenet to extract deep features and use them as input for a one-class classifier (OCC) based on MST (OCmst). They introduce another level of boundary used to label all uncertain This paper is under review to "Pattern Recognition Letters" Code https://gitlab.com/artelabsuper/ocdmst images and construct another one-class MST using all negative samples classified. The final step will classify all uncertain value starting from a couple of MST. Although the idea is interesting they do not handle dynamic boundaries but only different levels of static boundaries are treated. In literature, various approaches exist for one-class classification. For example, Tax and Duin (2002) and Krawczyk et al. (2018) use ensemble methods to find best partitions or to handle under/over-sampling in an unbalanced scenario. A classical SVM revised algorithm (OCSVM) (Schölkopf et al. (2001) ) offers good results with different kinds of data. Other interesting models are graph-based (Juszczak et al. (2009) , La Grassa et al. (2019b) , La Grassa et al. (2019a) , Liu et al. (2016a) ) and occur on a different domain as computer vision (Perera and Patel (2019) , Ruff et al. (2018) ), bioinformatics (Juszczak et al. (2009 ), Zhang et al. (2014 ), clustering (Liu et al. (2016a) ). Furthermore, in the literature other well-known models exist, like hybrid models. In this scenario, neural network models are used as deep features extractors jointly to classical machine learning classification algorithms like a one-class support vector machine. Schölkopf et al. (2001) , autoencoder+ocsvm Andrews et al. (2016) , autoencoder plus knn Song et al. (2017) , autoencoder plus svdd Kim et al. (2015) . Intuitively, the main advantages of using hybrid models are the reduced number of instances and to exploit the power of neural network models to provide the best discriminative features. In Chalapathy et al. (2018) and Ruff et al. (2018), the authors propose an approach to combine Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) with SVDD, while optimizing the class boundary in the output features space. Some disadvantages of this methodology are the computational time required for the training step and in the scenario which we have few data this approach might not have good results. In this paper, we propose an extension of our previous works La Grassa et al. (2019b) and La Grassa et al. (2019a) , using a new approach based on inverse sigmoid function to handle the decision boundary in a dynamic methodology. We conduct a wide variety of experiments on different datasets to demonstrate the rightness of our model and compare it with the most recent oneclass classifiers, overcoming them in many tasks. Today, finding good models in particular situations such as in medicine is a necessity. We tested our model on Covid-19 disease using clinical images from radiopaedia and sirm, obtaining interesting results. In the following sections we describe the main approach using a minimum spanning tree as class descriptor 2, we introduce our approach 4 and finally we will discuss our results compared with other known models 5.
One-class Classifiers
One-class novelty detection refers to the recognition of abnormal patterns on data recognized as normal. Abnormal data, also know as outliers are patters who belong to the different classes than a normal class. The goal of the novelty detection field is to distinguish anomaly patterns that are different from normal and classify them. The capability of many machine learning technique, in the field of one-class classification is to decide whether a new instance belongs to the same class of data or if it has different behavior such as to be considered as an outlier. Designing an OCC classifier is not a simple task due to the nature of data available and from the quality of data sampled. In Tab. 1 we show the general capabilities of one-class classifiers.
In Tab. 1 the data has multi-modality and exists more than one distribution in it Hovelynck and Chidlovskii (2010) . The general approach of multi-density is not a simple task. An object might have many levels of significance in the proximity of decision boundary showing that a single density level in some cases can be reductive in terms of classification. The noise in the data can lower the general performance of classifiers lead it to misclassification. Arbitrarily shaped distribution of the target class is a common feature of the MST, SVDD or MoG models, that are able to cover the data according to their methodology.
In Liu et al. (2016b) , the authors propose an interesting approach based on density modular ensemble classifiers for the one-class classification task. They applied a pruning method to split the original structure of an MST, built from the target class while creating different clusters. In this work, no cluster algorithms are applied. They used a Gaussian estimator algorithm to build a decision border for each cluster created in the previous step. Parameters considered are the level of the pruning step and all parameters behind the one-class chosen for each partition built. The authors describe the small density or isolate nodes as noises and remove them in the pruning step including only all samples of the dense region extracted by local dense subset method. The local dense subset can capture dense small regions of the target sample excluding all data far away from it. In Liu et al. (2016a) , authors use the k-means clustering algorithm in the given target class. Then, a minimum spanning tree is build considering all the clusters centroids computed before. Furthermore, they use the second partitioning step to smooth the boundary because gaps through the clusters exist. Finally, a Gaussian estimator or an MST Class Descriptor (MST CD) is applied to build a decision boundary for each cluster. Both works show us optimal results in terms of accuracy and overcome the state-of-the-arts in many datasets from the UCI repository. However, the following issues exist: -a bad choice of several clusters can be a problem that can lead to misclassification; -isolates nodes or medium-large density of nodes are avoided because considered as outliers. This solution could cause problems in the decision boundary since in the case of non-uniformly sampled data the density of the region can be varied by noisy samples removal.
In Tax and Duin (2004) , using SVDD (Support Vector Data Description), the authors describe some models related to OCSVM, where a hypersphere is considered to separate the data instead to use a hyperplane. The goal is to find the smallest hypersphere with center c ∈ F k and radius R > 0 that encloses as much as possible data in feature space F k Arbitrarily shaped distributions are showed in our previously works (La Grassa et al. (2019b) , La Grassa et al. (2019a) ). Here the main idea is to cut down the computation of the minimum spanning tree and to avoid data noise using only a small partition of the target class as a class descriptor. Therefore, the method is iterated for each test to classify. The decision boundary built is different for each run, because we construct an MST starting from the neighbors of each test sample to be classified. However, the approach offers good results, the decision border remains the same in all the neighbors, also in regions with a small density. This problem can lead us to expand the boundary too much in all regions due to the low density of non-uniformly sampled data. Starting from La Grassa et al. (2019a) , we elaborated our model with a dynamic approach to choose the boundary based on the density of the nearest region to the test instance. In the following section, we discuss the main approach using an MST as a class descriptor and then introduce our proposed model.
The main approach using a Minimum Spanning Tree
Many task predictions have obtained successful results using specific structure in Graph Theory as spanning trees and have 0.828 0 found many application contexts in social network (Wang et al. (2019b) ), biology (Isaza et al. (2018) ), companies and political events (Memon et al. (2020) ). In this section, we focus on the minimum spanning tree used as a class descriptor and highlight the pro and cons of this model. This brief overview is useful to understand our approach and a possible solution to increase the performance of this classifier. In general, MST CD model uses the following two alternatives to measure the distance of a point x from the graph:
If p e i, j (x) lies on the edge e i, j = (x i ,x j ), we compute p e i, j (x) and the Euclidean distance between x and p e i, j (x), more formally:
Otherwise, we compute the Euclidean distance of x and the two points x i and x j . More precisely:
Then, a new instance x is recognized from a MST if it lies within the boundary, otherwise, the object is considered an outlier. In Juszczak et al. (2009) , La Grassa et al. (2019a) , La Grassa et al. (2019b) the decision whether an object is recognized by classifier or not is based on a threshold θ applied to the shape created in this phase. More formally:
The threshold θ is a parameter used to assign the boundary dimension of a spanning tree. Then, givenê = (||e 1 ||, ||e 2 ||, ..., ||e n ||) as an ordered set of edges weights, we define θ as For instance, with α = 0.5, we assign to θ the median value of all edges weights of the spanning tree. The curse of the number of instances is a possible weakness that is reflected in an increase in terms of computational time, it also does not handle non-uniformly sampled data. This lack results in a too-large decision border in the whole area with few data.
Our approach
Starting with our previous works La Grassa et al. (2019a) and La Grassa et al. (2019b) we use the same baseline called MST CD gp. This last approach is different from Juszczak et al. (2009) because it uses a couple of small MST built for each test instance to make a prediction and it handles the case in which both classifiers has right or wrong. To remain in the context of a one-class classifier, we use only a target class of size γ to make predictions. In previous papers, we catch the structure of the target class using MST and built a decision boundary θ using Eq. 6. However, authors do not consider the problem of non-uniformly sampled data. In specifics regions of the euclidean space, it is possible to found the sparse zone and consequently to obtain a good boundary from the target class (see red line in Fig.4) can become a problem. To remedy this problem we need to build a general methodology to create a dynamic decision boundary and avoid the wrong threshold due to sparse data. For each test instance, we search the first nearest γ nodes and use the Kruskal algorithm to build an MST CD gp, then we simply apply a Breadth-first search starting to the nearest object to test instance. In this way we preserve the structure around a target class created by an MST of size γ and takes N nodes by BFS search, more formally, givenê = (||e 1 ||, ||e 2 ||, ..., ||e n ||) be a set of weighted edges extracted by a BFS search algorithm applied on the MST CD gp, we introduce a dynamics thresholdθ as:θ = ||BFS e[αn] || * 1 1 + e K(σ−σ rg * β)
where α = 0.5 in order to take the median of all the edges weights,σ is the normalized standard deviation of all nodes selected by BFS with variance computed with his data instances distribution (see blue line in Fig.4) and K is the logistic growth rate or steepness of the curve (we used K = 5).σ rg represents the median value of all standard deviation computed taking N random group having the size returned by the BFS with depth d. This last is an important value that defines the inflection point of our inverse sigmoid. Furthermore, we use a variable β useful to shift the inflection point and thus we slow the fall to 0 (see Fig. 2 ). Note that our mean value of standard deviation will be the centroid computed considering all target class instances. From Popoviciu's inequality (Popoviciu (1935) ), it is well-known that the upper bound of the variance of any random variable X on a range [x min , x max ] is equal to:
Since we handle instances x i with dimension d > 1, the deviation standard is:
Keep in mind the relationship in Eq. 8, the upper bound of σ will be:
Therefore in Eq. 7 we normalize σ aŝ
where x max and x min are the maximum/minimum range of our data. Our approach leverages the distribution around the neighbors of test samples and uses metrics that are well-known in the literature. So, the main effect will be to deflate the decision boundary with high power in a non-uniformly sampled area of data and with low power in a uniformly sampled zone. We remember that we normalize σ in Eq. 11 using the upper bound from Popoviciu's inequality. This simple approach allows us to shrink the decision boundary in the sparse data zone and to decrease with less power his area near the data with a low standard deviation. Our approach can be summarized as below:
1. Build a small MST using the first γ instances nearest to the test sample. 2. Apply BFS with parameter depth d on the small MST constructed before and return σ and the median of the weighted edges obtained from BFS search. 3. Take the median of N random nodes of small MST of size d. This value will be the inflection point of our inverse sigmoid function (all standard deviation are normalized 11). 4. Using threshold extracted by step 2 shifted by β value and build a dynamic decision boundary for each instance, then apply the classical MST CD gp model described in La Grassa et al. (2019a) . 
<= 1 then 11: Fig. 5: In (a) the BFS path results starting from the node closest to the X test using depth = 2 and γ = 9. In (b), the structure created without the use of BFS. The difference is that in (a) we capture the neighbor's relations in terms of connectivity instead in (b) we use the Euclidean distance.
Experiments
To prove the effectiveness and robustness of our OCdmst, we use the same experimental setting used in Wang et al. (2019a) and compute Matthews's Coefficient Correlation (MCC) and in some experiments we reported total accuracy as performance metrics. In the binary classification problem, a model can obtain high accuracy on outliers class but very low performance to recognize target class or vice versa. In such a situation, using a global metric as the classical accuracy is not the right way to compute the classification score. To avoid this issue we use MCC as a metric that can be used even if we have classes with different sizes. MCC returns a value between -1 and +1 where a coefficient of +1 represents a perfect prediction, 0 random predictions and -1 indicates total disagreement between prediction and observation.
All our experiments use five-fold cross-validation to split target class. To compose the complete test set we use the fold used as a test, together with all the outliers samples. Finally, we repeat the approach twenty times taking means and variance to compare our results with other models. In our experiments we use six numerical datasets from UCI repository (see. Table. 5) and a novel dataset of Covid-19 that contains chest X-ray or CT images of positive/negative patients (see Fig. 1 ). In order to have the right comparison criterion in Covid-19 dataset, we extract confusion matrix as reported in Tab. 4 and compute the precision metric described in Eqs. 13 and 14. These last measures are needed to compare the class accuracy of the proposed OCdmst and the Resnet18 used in our experiments.
Like for OCSVM and many others models, we need to do fine-tuning to find good parameters and obtain good results. Considering the lack of MST due to his high computational time, it is not easy to find optimal parameters. Therefore, we use BFS with depth d ∈ {1, ..., 7} for all UCI dataset (see details in Tab. 5), d ∈ {2, ..., 11} only for Covid-19 dataset, a growth rate k ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20} and a variable β ∈ {1.05, 1.1, 1.5} to shift the logistic function (see Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, in finetuning parameters, we set the size of small MST from the length target class 4 to length target class 2 .
First experiment
In this section, we compare our OCdmst with others oneclass classifiers more recent in the literature showing the results in Tab. 3. For clarity, in Liver dataset we use the last field for classification. Also if it does not represent the presence/absence of a liver disorder, we have to use it to obtain the comparison with the other papers. In the Heart dataset (Cleveland) we distinguish values 1,2,3,4 as the presence of disease, 0 otherwise and removed instances with missing values in according to the experiments in the literature. Results demonstrate the rightness of our model and as reported in Tab. 3 we outperform the stateof-the-art in terms of global mean for many classifiers (except FS-EOCC) and for many datasets.
Second experiment
In the second experiment, we analyze our model with MCC accuracies in y-axis and the depth from 1 to 7 for each size of small MST (x-axis) (see Fig. 6, 3 ). Depth of BFS and size of MST are useful parameters to set up our model making as less as possible wrong classifications.
Third experiment
In the third experiment, we demonstrate by experimental results the effectiveness of our model with few data and compare it with a neural network (Resnet18). We simulate the scenario in which we have too few data to deny common neural networks to make right discrimination of different concepts (two classes in our case). Therefore we apply a 2-Fold cross-validation considering all data available from Covid-19 dataset and we extract the deep features for each model trained (Resnet18). All images have been re-scaled to 256x256 pixels and transformed to gray-scale. Learning rate and batch-size are set to 0.001 and 10 respectively. As evaluation metric we do not consider the total accuracy but we evaluate the accuracy for each class (Precision). Then, we use the deep features as input to our OCdmst using the dataset split in the previous step. The results reported in Tab. 2 show the flexibility of our model to operate also with Resnet18 learned features using cross-entropy loss. As showed in Tab. 2, Resnet18 does not offer right prediction to recognize instances from negative class. This results is reasonable considering we have too few data with negative labels. Even when we used features extracted by Resnet18 to our model, but OCdmst is able to recognize value from both classes and overcome the right prediction also on positive class. The confusion matrix showed in Fig. 7 and accuracies for each class demonstrate the capability of OCdmst to operate also in a scenario with few data, as well as overcome deep neural networks. This last result is plausible because it represents one of the weaknesses of deep models.
Conclusion
In machine learning, non-uniformly sampled data is a problem that normally leads the predictive models to make misclassifications. To contrast this issue, in this paper, we propose a dynamic boundary approach for one-class classification able to handle their own boundary also in a non-uniformly sampled data. The effectiveness and solidity of our approach have been compared with many one-class classifiers and for many of them, we have passed the state of the art. We believe that our model can be improved in terms of computational time, in order to be applied also in computer vision.
